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To understand how the protein achieves fluorescence, the isomerization mechanism of the HcRed
chromophore is studied both under vacuum and in the solvated red fluorescent protein. Quantum
mechanical (QM) and quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical (QM/MM) methods are applied
both for the ground and the first excited state. The photoinduced processes in the chromophore
mainly involve torsions around the imidazolinone-bridge bond (t) and the phenoxy-bridge bond
(j). Under vacuum, the isomerization of the cis–trans chromophore essentially proceeds by t
twisting, while the radiationless decay requires j torsion. By contrast, the isomerization of the
cis–trans chromophore in HcRed occurs via simultaneous t and j twisting. The protein
environment significantly reduces the barrier of this hula twist motion compared with vacuum.
The excited-state isomerization barrier via the j rotation of the cis-coplanar conformer in HcRed
is computed to be significantly higher than that of the trans-non-coplanar conformer. This is
consistent with the experimental observation that the cis-coplanar-conformation of the
chromophore is related to the fluorescent properties of HcRed, while the trans-non-planar
conformation is weakly fluorescent or non-fluorescent. Our study shows how the protein modifies
the isomerization mechanism, notably by interactions involving the nearby residue Ile197, which
keeps the chromophore coplanar and blocks the twisting motion that leads to photoinduced
radiationless decay.
Introduction
It is well known that fluorescent proteins (FPs) offer a key
advantage as fluorescent probes in that they can be delivered
to cells by standard gene transfection methods. In recent years,
the green fluorescent proteins (GPPs) and other FPs have
become important noninvasive tools for visualization and
monitoring of the internal processes within cells or whole
organisms, such as protein folding, gene expression, embryo-
genesis, inflammatory process, protein trafficking, and cell
development.1–10
Red fluorescent proteins (RFPs) are a subfamily of GFP
homologues and possess a chromophore which contains an
N-acylimine substituent to the p-hydroxybenzylidine-imidazolinone
(HBI)11 chromophore functionality of GFPs. The acylimine
extends the HBI p electron network and induces a red shift in
the absorption and emission relative to GFPs. The absorption
and emission wavelengths in the RFPs range from about
550 nm to 600 nm and from about 575 nm to 660 nm,
respectively.12 RFPs have received particular attention, as
their emission is well separated from the green-yellow auto-
fluorescence of cells and, moreover, the reduced light scattering
at longer wavelengths facilitates imaging of thick tissues.
Problems are presented by low quantum yields in the favored
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far red/near IR optical window for deep imaging in animal
tissue as well as a lesser degree of photostability. Hence, there
is a concerted research effort worldwide into engineering
improved RFPs with enhanced properties for various types
of applications.
HcRed is one of the most red-shifted FPs that have
appeared in the literature to date: isolated from Heteractis
crisp with an emission maximum at 645 nm.13 The crystal
structure of HcRed has been determined to 2.1 Å resolution.13
Chromophores within the GFP-like family can adopt
long-lived alternative conformations despite sharing similar
chromophore sequences. For example, the chromophore
(Met63-Tyr64-Gly65) in the highly far-red fluorescent protein
eqFP611 is in a trans-coplanar conformation,14 and trans–cis
isomerization leads to a red shift of the fluorescence.15 The
chromophore (Gln66-Tyr67-Gly68) in the non-fluorescent
chromoprotein Rtms5 has a trans-non-coplanar conformation,16
whereas the same chromophore sequence in the highly fluor-
escent DsRed shows a cis-coplanar conformation.17 In our
HcRed protomers, the cyclic tripeptide chromophore (Glu64-
Tyr65-Gly66) can adopt both cis-coplanar and trans-non-
coplanar conformations indicating some mobility within the
protein cavity. Simulated annealing omit maps reveal that the
cis-coplanar conformation of the tyrosyl moiety gives the best
match of the recorded electron density. The available experi-
mental data suggest that the cis-coplanar conformation is
responsible for the bright fluorescent properties of HcRed,13
while the trans-non-coplanar conformation is associated with
the weak or non-fluorescence of hcCP, the chromoprotein
parent of HcRed. Interestingly, cis–trans isomerization of
chromophores has recently also been recognized as a key feature
of the mechanism of kindling of certain chromoproteins.18,19
The cis–trans photoisomerization of the chromophore in
fluorescent proteins shows a behavior of ON/OFF switching.
The interest for photo-switchable fluorescent proteins lies in
their potential as fluorescent labels, selectively addressable by
optical means.
Rational development of improved RFPs depends on a solid
base of knowledge of the chemical physics of the chromophore
functionality, which should in principle allow us to understand
how interactions within the protein influence fluorescence
color and quantum yield. Theoretical studies can provide
selective and detailed insight into structure, mechanism and
function of RFPs that is otherwise not easily obtained. Density
functional theory (DFT) as well as complete-active-space self-
consistent-field (CASSCF) methods have been used to study
the chromophore either bare under vacuum or clustered under
vacuum with small-molecule mimics of neighboring amino
acid residues that are present in the protein. This work has
helped establish some mechanistic principles relating largely to
the intrinsic properties of the chromophore (e.g. see ref. 13,
20–31). Although quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical
(QM/MM) methods have been developed considerably over
the past decade (for recent reviews see ref. 32, 33), it remains
challenging to perform accurate calculations with explicit
inclusion of the surrounding solvated protein matrix environ-
ment. In the QM/MM approach, the ‘‘active center’’ and the
environment are computed using an appropriate quantum
mechanical method and a classical force field, respectively.
This hybrid method enables a robust QM-based approach to
the simulation of complex systems,32,33 for example catalytic
reactions of cytochrome P450 enzymes,34,35 NMR chemical
shifts of vanadium-dependent chloroperoxidase,36 solvent effects
on the electronic adsorption spectrum of guanine,37 and photo-
active yellow protein.38 Our groups have previously studied the
structural and energetic properties as well as the absorption
spectra of some RFPs (DsRed.M1 and HcRed).39–42
In recent years, there has been much progress in theoretical
research on electronically excited states, with MS-CASPT2
(multi-state complete-active-space second-order perturbation
theory)43,44 and coupled cluster methods (CC2, CCSD,
CC3)45–47 being well established for small molecules. More-
over, time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT)48
has become popular for calculations on medium-sized molecules,
giving reasonable results for various (but not all) types of
excited states at relatively low computational cost.49 The
reliable description of electronically excited states in large
biological systems, such as FPs, is however still very challen-
ging. Accurate ab initio methods such as MS-CASPT2 and
CC3 are restricted to small molecules, and the computational
cost for simpler treatments such as CC2 still rises steeply with
molecular size. TD-DFT is an attractive choice because of its
computational efficiency and the availability of analytical
gradients, but there are a number of well-documented
problems of TD-DFT,49 for example, with regard to change-
transfer states50 and singlet or triplet instabilities.51
In light of this, we have chosen the orthogonalization-
corrected OM2 semiempirical Hamiltonian52,53 and the
GUGA-CI approach54 as implemented in the MNDO
program55 to study the isomerization mechanism of the
chromophore under vacuum and in HcRed. Our choice of
using mainly OM2-MRCI for the excited-state calculations in
this study is based on the following considerations. Firstly, the
orthogonalization-corrected OMx methods are better suited
than the standard semiempirical methods (MNDO, AM1,
PM3) for treating excited states, since they include additional
terms in the Fock matrix that represent Pauli exchange repul-
sions in an approximate manner. These terms effectively raise
the energy of antibonding virtual MOs and of the associated
excited states. Therefore, one would expect an improved
performance the OMx methods not only for ground-state
properties, but also for excited-state properties, even though
the latter had not been taken into account during the OMx
parametrization. Secondly, there have been a number of
successful OM2-MRCI applications published so far that
support this view. These include studies on the electronically
excited states of the retinal and rhodopsin chromophore,56,57 a
careful validation for the vertical excitation energies in a
benchmark set of 28 organic chromophores,58 and excited-
state surface-hopping dynamics simulations at the QM and
QM/MM level for several small molecules, such as nucleo-
bases, azobenzenes, fluorene-based molecular rotary motors,
and a modified GFP chromophore.59–66
We begin below by considering the RFP chromophore
under vacuum. The minimum energy pathway (MEP) for
cis–trans isomerization of the bare chromophore in the ground
electronic state was examined by geometry optimizations at the
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B3LYP calculations at SCC-DFTB optimized structures. We
present OM2-MRCI results for equilibrium geometries and
energetic properties of the chromophore model in its ground
and first excited states as well as for the relevant conical
intersections. We discuss the isomerization reactions of the
isolated RFP chromophore before moving on to calculations
for the chromophore in HcRed. We report the MEPs for
torsional isomerization of the chromophore in the native
protein at the SCC-DFTB/MM level, followed by single-point
calculations at the DFT(B3LYP/TVZP)/MM level. Finally,
we present the OM2-MRCI/MM results for the isomerization
pathways in the ground and the first excited state, and we
discuss the trans–cis isomerization mechanism as well as the
mechanism of radiationless decay of cis- and cis–trans con-
formations of the chromophore in HcRed. Based on the
computational results for the RFP chromophore model under
vacuum and in the solvated HcRed protein, we are able to gain
insight into the mechanism of the isomerization reactions and
explain why the chromophore is non-fluorescent under vacuum,
and why the cis-coplanar conformation of the chromophore is
fluorescent in HcRed while the trans-non-planar one is weakly
fluorescent or non-fluorescent. Furthermore, we also show that
the protein environment, especially the residue Ile197, has a
very significant effect on the fluorescent properties of HcRed,
which we believe provides very useful contextual information to
guide mutation studies directed toward improved RFPs.
Methodology
Ground state simulations
In the ground-state calculations on the bare chromophore
model, designated R0 (see Fig. 1 and for more details ref. 28),
theMEP was studied at three different levels of theory: geometry
optimizations with the SCC-DFTB method as implemented in
CHARMM67 and with B3LYP/TZVP using Gaussians03,68
and single-point calculations at the B3LYP/TZVP//SCC-
DFTB level.
Concerning the ground-state calculations on HcRed, we
previously found that different protonation states of the
titratable active-site residues Glu214 and Glu146 critically
influence the manner in which the relative stability and the
degree of planarity of the cis- and trans-conformers vary with
pH.41 Thus, three models with different protonation states of
Glu146 and Glu214 around the chromophore were used.
According to the calculated pKa values, in model B under
neutral conditions (pH = 7), Glu146 should be deprotonated
and Glu214 should be protonated. In model A both Glu214 and
Glu146 are protonated (acidic conditions), and in model C both
Glu214 and Glu146 are deprotonated (basic conditions).41
The MEPs for isomerization of the cis–trans conformer of
the chromophore in HcRed were determined by using the
Conjugate Peak Refinement (CPR) algorithm69 as implemented
in the TReK module of CHARMM. The MEP calculation
started from an initial guess of the path, which was built here by
combined interpolation in Cartesian and internal coordinates70
of the cis–trans isomerization reaction pathway, allowing
3000 protein atoms in HcRed to move freely (see below). This
method has been used previously to determine the mechanisms
of several complex reactions in proteins, such as proton transfer
in bacteriorhodopsin and GFP, as well as the mechanism of the
recovery stroke in the Myosin molecular motor.71–73
Four snapshots, serving as initial structures for QM/MM
optimization, were taken at 100 ps intervals from the 500 ps
MD trajectories of the cis-chromophore in HcRed.41 For the
QM/MM geometry optimizations, only part of the total
system was optimized while the remaining atoms were frozen
at the snapshot geometry. The optimized active region in
HcRed was defined using a distance criterion, whereby any
residue that contains an atom within 20 Å of any atom of the
chromophore is included. The same active region was used for
the cis–trans isomerization of the chromophore in HcRed. The
QM region was treated with the Self-Consistent-Charge Density
Functional Tight Binding (SCC-DFTB) method.74 Please see
ref. 41 for the detailed information on the QM region. The
QM/MM boundary was described by the generalized hybrid
orbital (GHO) method. The energy for the MM region was
calculated using the CHARMM force field with the all-atom
parameter set 22.75 The single-point energies of the cis- and
trans-chromophore and their transition states were calculated at
the DFT/MM level, with the B3LYP functional76,77 and the
TZVP basis set,78 at SCC-DFTB/MM optimized structures.
The TURBOMOLE program79 was used for the QM treatment
in the DFT/MM calculations. The MM part of the system was
represented by the CHARMM force field as implemented in
the DL_POLY program.80 The QM/MM calculations were
performed with the ChemShell package81,82 that integrates the
TURBOMOLE or MNDO and DL_POLY programs.
The total energy of the full QM/MM system includes the energy
of the QM subsystem (EQM), the energy of the MM subsystem
(EMM), and the interaction energy between QM and MM sub-
systems (electrostatic, van der Waals, and bonded interactions). In
practice, the electrostatic interaction between the QM and MM
subsystems is included in the QM calculation through the addition
of MM point charges to the QM Hamiltonian, whereas the
bonding and van der Waals (vdW) interactions between the
QM and MM subsystems are determined in the MM calcula-
tion. Thus, the total energy can be expressed as:
Etotal = E(QM,MM) + E(MM,QM) (1)
where E(QM,MM) is the sum of EQM and the electrostatic
interaction energy between the QM and MM subsystems,
and E(MM,QM) is the sum of EMM and the vdW and bonded
interactions between the MM and QM subsystems.
Excited state simulations
For the excited-state calculations, the semiempirical MNDO
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QM/MM calculations.55 The orthogonalization-corrected
OM2 semiempirical Hamiltonian52,53 and the GUGA-CI
approach54 were employed to compute the required energies,
gradients, and nonadiabatic coupling vectors. Geometry opti-
mizations of energy minima and conical intersections were
performed with the DL-FIND optimizer in Chemshell using
the limited-memory Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno and
Lagrange–Newton algorithms, respectively.83–85 In the multi-
reference configuration interaction (MRCI) treatment, three
reference configurations were used (closed-shell, single, and
double HOMO–LUMO excitations). Four different active
spaces (m,n) were tested with m electrons in n molecular
orbitals (MOs): (10, 9), (12, 11), (12, 12), and (14, 13), which
include 5, 6, 6, and 7 occupied p MOs, and 4, 5, 6, and 6
unoccupied p* MOs, respectively, from the conjugated
p system. The p system of the chromophore is the same as in
the chromophore model in ref. 28. To always retain the p orbitals
in the active space, we used a recently developed method for
identifying and tracking the p character of orbitals (applying a
threshold of 0.4 for the sum of the local p populations).86 In these
tests, the calculated excitation energies did not change signifi-
cantly upon increasing the size of the active space (see below).
Hence, the smallest active space (10, 9) was chosen as standard
for the OM2-MRCI excited-state calculations, both under
vacuum and in HcRed.
To investigate the effect of interactions between the chromo-
phore and the protein environment in HcRed, we examined
coordinate-driving representations of the pathways characterized
by the torsions t and j (see below). Potential energy surface
(PES) scans were generated by fixing one (or both) of the two
bridge dihedrals (the driving coordinates) in the chromophore
and minimizing all other degrees of freedom subject to this
constraint. The first driving coordinate, the dihedral angle t
between the sites N2_CA2_CB2_CG2 (Fig. 1), represents
progress along a path t that leads to photoisomerization of
the imidazolinone-bridge bond. The second one, the dihedral
angle j between the sites CA2_CB2_CG2_CD1 (Fig. 1),
describes the rotation around the phenoxy-bridge bond. The
results of these PES scans allow us to see which types of
motions are most strongly modified when going from the bare
chromophore to the protein-embedded chromophore.
Four snapshots of the cis-conformer of the chromophore in
HcRed were optimized at the OM2-MRCI/MM level to
determine the emission energies. For the energy profile of
the hula twist (HT) motion in the excited state, t and j were
fixed at the values found in the ground state MEP calculations.
For identifying the transformation of the cis and trans isomers
of the chromophore in HcRed, the PES scans were generated
by fixing j and minimizing the other degrees of freedom in the
active region; to save computational effort, this was done only
for snapshot 1, since the torsional behavior in the ground state
had been found to be similar in all four snapshots considered.
Results and discussions
We begin by considering the bare chromophore, both from the
perspective of validating our methods and providing insights
by comparisons with the subsequent QM/MM calculations
that include the whole protein.
RFP chromophore model under vacuum
Fig. 1 and 2 show the numbering scheme adopted for the
atomic sites in the chromophore model (R0) and the four
isomerization pathways considered for the chromophore.
Table 1 lists the relevant dihedral angles and relative energies
of the optimized cis, trans and transition state (TS) structures
resulting from the ground-state calculations. The SCC-DFTB
and B3LYP/TZVP results are in good agreement with each
other.
Structural and energetic properties of the bare chromophore at
the OM2-MRCI level
We now focus on the minima and conical intersections of the
chromophore model under vacuum, both in the ground and the
first excited singlet state. In Table S1 of the ESIw, the optimized
bond lengths from OM2-MRCI and CASSCF calculations28
are listed as well as the deviations between OM2-MRCI and
CASSCF data: the corresponding root mean square deviation
(RMSD) is 0.039 Å. Table 2 presents the two key torsion angles
t and j. OM2-MRCI and CASSCF yield identical values
for the minima in the ground and first excited singlet state
Fig. 2 The four isomerization pathways of the chromophore under
vacuum: (a) cis–trans isomerization by simultaneous j and t rotation
(hula twist motion); (b) cis–trans isomerization by t rotation; (c) j rotation
in the cis isomer; and (d) j rotation in the trans isomer. Because of
symmetry, (c) and (d) are identity transformations (see text).
Table 1 Relative energies (kcal mol1) and dihedral angles (1) of cis,






cis t 0.0 0.0 a
j 0.0 0.0 a
TS t 93.8 92.7 a
j 3.8 0.5 a
trans t 180.0 180.0 a
j 0.0 0.0 a
Relative energies
Cis 0.0 0.0 0.0
TS-t 22.3 19.4 19.2
trans 1.4 2.0 1.84
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(labeled cis-S0-min(R0), trans-S0-min, cis-S1-plan, and trans-
S1-plan), which are planar in all cases (0 or 1801). For the conical
intersections related to j torsion (cis-S01-j and trans-S01-j), the
differences in the optimized j values are tiny (0.41 and 0.11,
respectively). For the structures involving t twisting (trans–cis
isomerization: minimum in the first excited state S1-t and conical
intersection S01-t), the differences between the OM2-MRCI and
CASSCF results are somewhat larger (7.61 and 6.61 for t; 3.21
and 22.61 for j). Overall, the agreement between the optimized
OM2-MRCI and CASSCF structures can be considered satis-
factory, even in the case of the conical intersections.
Table 3 lists the adiabatic and vertical energies of the
minima and conical intersections obtained from OM2-MRCI
calculations with four different active spaces: (10, 9), (12, 11),
(12, 12), and (14, 13). It is obvious that increasing the active
space from (10, 9) to (14, 13) does not influence these energy
values too much. Hence, the smallest active space (10, 9) was
adopted for all further excited-state OM2 calculations.
Next we compare the energies from OM2-MRCI(10,9)
calculations with published ab initio results.28 In the ground
state of the chromophore, the cis-conformation (cis-S0-min) is
slightly more stable than the trans-conformation (trans-
S0-min) by 0.03 eV (OM2-MRCI) and 0.10 eV (CASSCF
and MRPT2). The vertical excitation energies for the cis- and
trans-conformers obtained from OM2-MRCI (2.17 and 2.28 eV)
are in good agreement with those from MRPT2 (2.20 and
2.35 eV), while CASSCF gives higher values as expected
(2.69 and 2.91 eV). At the optimized planar excited-state
geometries (cis-S1-plan and trans-S1-plan), the energy differ-
ences to the ground state are again similar for OM2-MRCI
(1.70 and 1.75 eV) and for MSPT2 (1.76 and 1.91 eV), but
larger for CASSCF (2.14 and 2.09 eV). Although there is a
relatively big difference between the OM2-MRCI (1.63 eV)
and MRPT2 (0.99 eV) methods of the adiabatic energy for the
perpendicular excited-state minimum (S1-t) in the ground
state, the energy of S1-t relative to the ground state is also
similar in OM2-MRCI (2.57 eV) and MSPT2 (2.49 eV), with
the CASSCF value again being higher (2.99 eV). For the three
conical intersections (bottom three entries in Table 3), we can
only compare with the less reliable CASSCF data since
MSPT2 values are not available; as expected, OM2-MRCI
predicts these conical intersections to occur at lower energies
than in CASSCF. Overall, the OM2 method appears to
provide a reliable and reasonably accurate description of the
energetic properties of the relevant minima and conical inter-
sections in the RFP chromophore.
Isomerization pathways of the bare chromophore model
We have examined the MEP for ground-state cis–trans iso-
merization of the bare chromophore at different levels of
theory (as summarized in the Methodology section). The
barrier for cis–trans isomerization is computed as 22.3, 19.4
and 19.2 kcal mol1 using SCC-DFTB, B3LYP/TZVP, and
B3LYP/TZVP//SCC-DFTB (Table 1). At the transition state,
the B3LYP/TZVP optimized torsional angles t and j are 92.71
and 0.51 (Table 1), indicating that the cis–trans isomerization
for the bare ground-state chromophore model proceeds via a
twist of the dihedral angle t. This will be contrasted below with
the mechanism of isomerization in the HcRed protein.
Table 2 Dihedral angles in minima and conical intersections of the
RFP chromophore model at the OM2-MRCI(10,9) level. Ab initio
CASSCF results from ref. 28 are given for comparison
Species Dihedral angle (1) OM2-MRCI(10,9) CASSCF28
cis-S0-min(R0) t 0.0 0.0
j 0.0 0.0
cis-S1-plan t 0.0 0.0
j 0.0 0.0
trans-S0-min t 180.0 180.0
j 0.0 0.0
trans-S1-plan t 180.0 180.0
j 0.0 0.0
S1-t t 90.2 82.6
j 4.2 7.4
trans-S01-j t 180.0 180.0
j 92.3 91.9
cis-S01-j t 0.0 0.0
j 90.8 90.7
S01-t t 94.2 100.8
j 9.3 31.9
Table 3 Adiabatic and vertical energies (eV) of energy minima and conical intersections from OM2-MRCI calculations with different active
spaces. Ab initio MSPT2 and CASPT2 results from ref. 28 are given for comparison
Method
Adiabatic energies Vertical energies
OM2 MRPT2 CASSCF OM2 MRPT2 CASSCF
Active space (10,9) (12,11) (12,12) (14,13) (12,11) (10,9) (12,11) (12,12) (14,13) (12,11)
cis-S0-min(R0) S0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
S1 2.17 2.19 2.15 2.11 2.20 2.69 2.17 2.19 2.15 2.11 2.20 2.69
cis-S1-plan S0 0.25 0.29 0.26 0.31 0.22 0.42
S1 1.95 1.94 1.91 2.00 1.98 2.55 1.70 1.65 1.65 1.69 1.76 2.14
trans-S0-min S0 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.10 0.10
S1 2.31 2.33 2.29 2.25 2.45 3.01 2.28 2.30 2.27 2.22 2.35 2.91
trans-S1-plan S0 0.31 0.35 0.32 0.31 0.33 0.56
S1 2.06 2.05 2.01 2.00 2.24 2.64 1.75 1.70 1.70 1.69 1.91 2.09
S1-t S0 1.63 1.52 1.56 1.68 0.99 1.27
S1 2.57 2.48 2.55 2.67 2.49 2.99 0.95 0.96 0.99 0.99 1.50 1.72
trans-S01-j S0/S1 1.74 1.89 1.98 1.98 2.12
S2 3.55 3.68 3.79 3.79
cis-S01-j S0/S1 1.56 1.61 1.69 1.87 1.99
S2 3.48 3.47 3.55 3.72
S01-t S0/S1 2.46 2.71 2.72 2.72 4.05
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To examine the excited-state energetics of different types of
twisting motions in the bare chromophore, we have computed
profiles along different pathways defined by driving coordinates
(Fig. 2). These PES scans were performed at the OM2-MRCI
level for the first excited singlet state followed by single-point
ground-state calculations. Fig. 3 shows the resulting OM2-
MRCI energy profiles for the four pathways explored: (a) the
hula twist (HT) motion involving simultaneous rotation
around the j and t dihedral angles; (b) the double-bond
isomerization by rotation around t; (c) the identity transfor-
mation in the cis isomer through rotation of 1801 about j;
(d) the corresponding identity transformation in the trans
isomer. The coplanar geometries at j = 01 (or 1801) and
t = 01 (cis isomer) or 1801 (trans isomer) are true energy
minima for the bare chromophore.
The OM2-MRCI energy profiles of the RFP chromophore
confirm that the cis–trans isomerization via the twist of the bridge
dihedral t is feasible, with barriers of 29.2 and 14.5 kcal mol1
for the S0 and S1 state, respectively (Fig. 3). The ground-state
barrier is somewhat higher than the fully optimized values of
19–22 kcal mol1 for B3LYP/TZVP and SCC-DFTB
(Table 1). The barriers of cis–trans isomerization viaHTmotion
involving simultaneous changes in the two bridge dihedrals t
and j are quite high, with values of 59.9 and 27.4 kcal mol1 in
the S0 and S1 state, respectively. The identity transformation
via j rotation (phenoxy-bridge angle) is found to be almost
barrierless in the excited state for both the cis- and trans-
conformers. Obviously, in the first excited singlet state, path t
is strongly disfavored compared to path j. This results in a
tendency to twist the phenoxy-bridge bond in the excited state
at small t values of the imidazolinone-bridge torsion, leading
to a curve crossing event with likely radiationless decay to the
ground state. We have previously studied this kind of radia-
tionless decay of the bare RFP chromophore via a twisted
intermolecular charge-transfer state.28 Here, we focus on the
alternative isomerization mechanism via HT motion, the
barrier of which may be smaller or even completely disappear
in specific protein environments. In the following, we present
our QM/MM results for the cis–trans isomerization of the
chromophore in HcRed and analyze the environmental effects
on the mechanism.
Isomerization of the chromophore in HcRed
MEPs for cis–trans isomerization in HcRed in the ground state
Compared with t rotation, the HT motion sweeps out a
smaller volume and should thus be favored if the chromophore
is constrained within a tight protein cavity. Hence, for the fully
solvated HcRed protein, we only address the HT mechanism
for cis–trans isomerization.87 As in our previous work,41 we
consider three models of HcRed that differ in the protonation
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states of Glu residues near the anionic chromophore
(A: Glu214 and Glu146 both protonated; B: Glu214 proto-
nated and Glu146 deprotonated; C: Glu214 and Glu146 both
deprotonated).
Table 4 lists the relative energies for the cis- and trans-
conformers and the associated transition state for model B of
HcRed obtained from SCC-DFTB/MM geometry optimizations
and single-point DFT(B3LYP/TZVP)/MM//SCC-DFTB/MM
calculations. Results are given for four snapshots taken from
the SCC-DFTB/MM dynamical simulations. A detailed break-
down into QM energies and MM contributions is provided in
the ESIw (Table S3).
Fig. 4 shows the optimized cis-, trans-, and TS structures
of the HcRed chromophore for snapshot 1. The structural
information such as important dihedral angles and hydrogen
bond distances of cis and trans conformers and the transition
state of HcRed are listed in Table S2 in ESI.w Fig. 5a depicts
the variation in the dihedral angles t and j along the com-
puted MEPs, while the relative SCC-DFTB/MM energies
along the isomerization pathways are plotted in Fig. 5b for
the four snapshots of HcRed.
For HcRed model B (most appropriate for ambient pH), the
computed energies (Table 4) always favor the cis- over the
trans-conformers, by 4.9–9.1 kcal mol1, which is consistent
with the experimental observation and previous computational
results.13,41 Analogous data for models A and C, as well as the
contributions of E(QM,MM) and E(MM,QM), are given in the ESIw
(Tables S4–S7). In model C (most appropriate for high pH), the
cis-form is again more stable, by 8.7–15.4 kcal mol1. By
contrast, the stability order is inverted in the case of model A
(most appropriate for low pH): here, the relative energies of the
trans-conformer lie between 0.5 and 5.1 kcal mol1, which
implies that the chromophore will preferentially adopt the
Table 4 Relative energies (kcal mol1) of cis and trans conformers
and of the transition states of HcRed (ground state, model B) from
SCC-DFTB/MM optimizations and from DFT(B3LYP/TZVP)/MM
single-point calculations for snapshots 1–4
Snapshot cis TS trans
SCC-DFTB/MM
1 0.0 53.9 9.1
2 0.0 52.0 6.5
3 0.0 51.9 4.9
4 0.0 46.7 8.8
B3LYP/MM// SCC-DFTB/MM
1 0.0 64.5 11.7
2 0.0 60.4 8.3
3 0.0 59.9 6.3
4 0.0 55.7 10.6
Fig. 4 Optimized SCC-DFTB/MM structures for snapshot 1 of the chromophore of HcRed in the ground state: (a) cis-conformer, (b) transition
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trans-conformation in model A. The SCC-DFTB results for
different protonation states thus indicate that the titratable
active-site residues Glu214 and Glu146 can critically influence
the manner in which the relative stability of the cis- and trans-
conformers varies with pH, which is in line with our previous
study.41
For model B, the SCC-DFTB/MM barriers for cis–trans
isomerization in the ground state of the four snapshots are
53.9, 52.0, 51.9, and 46.7 kcal mol1, respectively. Single-point
DFT(B3LYP/TVZP)/MM calculations at the SCC-DFTB/MM
structures yield barriers of 64.5, 60.4, 59.9, and 55.7 kcal mol1,
respectively. For model C, the computed barriers to cis–trans
isomerization range between 44.8 and 64.9 kcal mol1, while in
model A with the inverted stability order, the corresponding
barriers lie between 39.1 and 47.5 kcal mol1 at these compu-
tational levels. All these calculated ground-state barriers are
quite high, implying that the two alternative cis- and trans-
conformers are ‘‘frozen’’ in their positions during the process
of maturation in HcRed and should not be able to equilibrate
under ambient conditions – at least insofar as ground-state
dynamics is concerned.
Isomerization of the chromophore in HcRed in the S1 state
One snapshot of model B with protonated Glu214 and depro-
tonated Glu146 nearby the chromophore of HcRed has been
chosen for the excited state calculations.41 Fig. S1 in ESIw
shows the optimized OM2-MRCI/MM geometries of excited-
state minima and S01 conical intersections of the chromophore
in HcRed: (a) the cis-chromophore in the S1 state; (b) the
conical intersection for cis–trans isomerization viaHT motion;
and the conical intersections reached via j rotation from (c) the
cis-isomer and (d) the trans-isomer. Tables 5 and 6 list the
relevant dihedral angles and adiabatic energies. The optimized
structures of the conical intersections (c) and (d) in HcRed are
obviously quite similar to those under vacuum (see Tables 2
and 5). They are characterized by an out-of-plane displace-
ment of the phenoxy ring, which is almost perpendicular to the
imidazolinone ring, with dihedral angles j and j* ranging
from 86.2 to 94.81. For the conical intersection of cis–trans
isomerization via HT motion, there is a moderate out-of-plane
displacement of the CB2 and HB atoms in the bridge (Fig. 1)
and a small pyramidalization of the bridge atoms of the two
rings, CA2 and CG2, with an improper dihedral angle
CA2_CB2_CG2_HB of 152.71. The CB2–HB bond is almost
perpendicular to the phenoxy ring (with values 82.0 and
113.01 for j and j*, respectively), and the CB2–HB bond
deviates significantly from the plane of the imidazolinone ring
(with values 133.0 and 53.01 for t and t*, respectively).
Table 7 lists the calculated emission energies and oscillator
strengths of the cis-isomer of the chromophore in HcRed. The
emission energies for the four snapshots are computed to be
2.06, 2.19, 2.08 and 2.11 eV, in good agreement with the
experimental emission maximum at 1.92 eV (645 nm).13 It
has not been possible to locate the S1 minimum of the trans-
isomer in HcRed by geometry optimizations starting from the
available S0 minima, because all optimizations ended up at
trans-S01-j conical intersections. The reason could be that
Fig. 5 (a) Dihedral angles and (b) relative energies along the cis–trans isomerization pathway of the chromophore of HcRed in the ground state
for snapshots 1–4, calculated at the SCC-DFTB/MM level.
Table 5 Dihedral angles in the minima and conical intersections of
the RFP chromophore in HcRed obtained at the OM2-MRCI/MM
level
Species t t* j j*
cis-S0 11.2 161.7 1.2 179.3
cis-S1 4.4 170.8 21.6 159.1
cis-S01-j 17.3 160.3 86.2 89.7
trans-S0 175.6 17.9 158.0 23.1
trans-S01-j 164.7 8.1 94.8 87.4
S01-HT 133.0 53.0 82.0 113.0
t* and j* are the dihedral angles of C2_CA2_CB2_CG2 and
CA2_CB2_CG2_CD1, respectively (see Fig. 1).
Table 6 Adiabatic energies (eV) of energy minima and conical
intersections of the RFP chromophore in HcRed computed at the
OM2-MRCI/MM level
Species S0_E(QM,MM) S1_E(QM,MM) E(MM,QM) S0_Etotal S1_Etotal
cis-S0 0.00 2.91 0.00 0.00 2.91
cis-S1 0.64 2.70 0.12 0.53 2.59
cis-S01-j 1.92 1.92 0.38 2.30 2.30
trans-S0 0.10 3.06 0.44 0.54 3.49
trans-S01-j 1.44 1.44 0.66 2.10 2.10
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trans-isomer of the chromophore in HcRed is non-planar in
the ground state: the dihedral angle j is 48.21 experimentally,13
and our computed value is 22.01. The cis-isomer of the
chromophore in HcRed is co-planar in the ground state, and
the computed dihedral angle j is 1.21. In the conical inter-
sections of trans-S01-j and cis-S01-j, the phenoxy rings are
almost perpendicular to the imidazolinone rings. We can
see that the Franck–Condon structure generated by vertical
excitation of trans conformation is closer to the structure of
trans-S01-j conical intersection than that of the cis one.
The isomerization mechanisms of the chromophore in
HcRed protonation model B (snapshot 1) have been studied
in detail with the OM2-MRCI/MMmethod. Fig. 6a shows the
energy profiles obtained for the cis–trans isomerization of the
chromophore in HcRed via the HT motion in the ground state
and the first excited singlet state, with plots of the QM
(E(QM,MM)) energies, the MM energies (E(MM,QM)) and the
total energies (Etotal), see eqn (1). Starting from the structures
determined via CPR in the ground state, the OM2-MRCI/MM
energy profiles for cis–trans isomerization in the S1 state were
calculated with the two crucial torsion angles fixed at the ground-
state MEP values, while relaxing the other degrees of freedom
in the active region. In the ground state, the DE(QM,MM),
DE(MM,QM) and DEtotal values for cis–trans isomerization in
HcRed viaHTmotion are computed (OM2-MRCI/MM) to be
59.8, 0.2, and 59.6 kcal mol1, respectively, in rather good
agreement with those from DFT/MM. In the first excited
singlet state, the corresponding DE(QM,MM), DE(MM,QM) and
DEtotal values are 23.0,4.9, and 18.1 kcal mol1, respectively;
intriguingly, for the reverse trans–cis isomerization, the values
are 12.9, 6.6 and 6.3 kcal mol1, respectively, and thus much
lower than those for the chromophore under vacuum (with a
barrier DEtotal around 27 kcal mol
1). This can be traced back
to differences in hydrogen bonding along the pathway between
the cis- and the trans-isomer, in particular to hydrogen bonds
formed by the phenoxy oxygen atom. Two hydrogen bonds
involving Ser144 and a water molecule in the cis-conformation
(see Fig. 4a) are replaced by two hydrogen bonds formed with
Ser144 and Asn159 at the transition state (see Fig. 4b) and one
hydrogen bond formed with Asn159 in the trans-conformation
(Fig. 4c), implying an energy penalty for the trans-isomer. This
weakening of hydrogen bonding interactions for the trans-
isomer in comparison with the cis-isomer implies a lower
barrier on the S1 surface for the trans-form on the route to
accessing the conical intersection and thereby undergoing
isomerization and radiationless decay to the ground state.
Thus, our calculations imply that an excited-state isomeriza-
tion in HcRed via HT motion is much more feasible than that
of the chromophore model under vacuum or indeed that of
HcRed in the ground electronic state.
Fig. 6b and c show analogous energy profiles for j rotation
in the cis- and trans-conformations of the chromophore in
HcRed, respectively. Recall (Fig. 3) the finding for the bare
chromophore that these two excited-state pathways (involving
only twisting around the phenoxy-bridge bond of the chromo-
phore) lead to conical intersections virtually without any
barrier, indicating that radiationless decay to the ground state
will be the likely outcome after photoexcitation. For the
chromophore in HcRed, the reaction profiles in Fig. 6b and c
show the energies of the conical intersections to be lower
again than those of the cis and trans S1 minima, respectively.
However, contrary to the case of the bare chromophore,
there is a sizable barrier in HcRed for the cis-isomer in the
S1 state on the way toward the intersection, which amounts
Table 7 Emission energies (eV) and oscillator strengths f of the cis-





Emission energy (eV) f (eV)




Fig. 6 OM2-MRCI/MM energy profiles for the chromophore of
HcRed in the S0 and S1 state: (a) cis–trans isomerization via HT
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to 13.0 kcal mol1 (with DE(QM,MM) and DE(MM,QM) contribu-
tions of 4.7 and 8.3 kcal mol1). For the trans-non-coplanar
form there is no such barrier (Fig. 6c). This implies that the cis-
conformer of the chromophore in the excited state should have
a longer lifetime before accessing the intersection and under-
going radionless decay compared with the trans-conformer.
A noteworthy structural feature that likely contributes to this
effect is the hydrophobic amino acid Ile197 nearby the cis-
conformation of chromophore. The two methyl groups of
Ile197 are parallel to the phenoxy ring of the chromophore
and will thus tend to keep the cis-chromophore coplanar and to
block the isomerization reaction of cis-coplanar-conformation
via j or t rotation. Clearly, subtle structural interactions
within the chromophore cavity of the protein environment
have a significant effect on the fluorescence properties of the
chromophore in HcRed. By characterizing transition states
and energy profiles for isomerization along the various possi-
ble pathways, our study provides for the first time qualitative
answers for the questions as to why the chromophore is
non-fluorescent under vacuum and why the cis-coplanar con-
formation of the chromophore in HcRed is fluorescent, while
the trans-non-coplanar conformation is weakly fluorescent or
non-fluorescent.
Conclusions
The isomerization mechanism of an RFP chromophore in the
ground state and the first excited singlet state has been
explored under vacuum and in the HcRed protein using a
range of QM and QM/MM methods.
For the RFP chromophore under vacuum, the relevant
minimum structures and conical intersections have been
optimized at the OM2-MRCI level. The comparison of the
computed structural and energetic properties with those from
CASSCF andMRPT2 calculations indicates that OM2-MRCI
is a reliable and robust method for this system. The cis–trans
isomerization via t twisting is found to be feasible, with
barriers of 29.2 and 14.5 kcal mol1 in the S0 and S1 state,
respectively. The barriers to cis–trans isomerization via hula
twist motion, involving simultaneous t and j rotation, are
significantly higher, with values of 59.9 and 27.4 kcal mol1,
respectively. The identity transformations by j torsion are
barrierless in the S1 state, indicating that the photoinduced
radiationless decay of the cis- and trans-chromophore under
vacuum occurs via this mechanism.
For the RFP chromophore in HcRed with protonation
model B (most appropriate for ambient pH), the cis–trans
isomerization mechanism in the ground state has been studied
at the SCC-DFTB/MM and DFT (B3LYP/TZVP)/MM levels.
Reaction barriers between the non-fluorescent (trans) and
fluorescent (cis) forms – determined from relaxed MEPs
computed from snapshots taken along the ground-state dyna-
mical simulations – are in the range of 37.9–52.8 kcal mol1,
while barriers for the reverse reaction (cis–trans) are in the
range of 46.7–64.5 kcal mol1 at these two levels. For models
A and C with different protonation states of Glu214 and
Glu146 close to the chromophore, the barriers for the cis–trans
isomerization are also very high. These results indicate that the
two alternate conformations of the chromophore in HcRed
should be ‘‘frozen’’ in their respective positions during the
process of maturation and – insofar as can be inferred from
the ground-state dynamics at least – may not be in equilibrium
in the mature protein.
The various possible isomerization mechanisms of the
chromophore in model B HcRed (snapshot 1) were calculated
using the OM2-MRCI/MM method. Starting from the
ground-state structures of HcRed obtained from the CPR
path optimization, we computed the energy profiles of
cis–trans isomerization with the two crucial torsion angles
fixed while relaxing other degrees of freedom in the active
region. In the ground state, the barrier of cis–trans isomeriza-
tion via the HT motion is 59.6 kcal mol1, while that for the
reverse reaction (trans–cis) is 48.6 kcal mol1, in good agree-
ment with the DFT/MM results. In the first excited singlet
state, the barrier for the cis–trans isomerization in HcRed is
18.1 kcal mol1 (trans–cis: 6.3 kcal mol1). Obviously, the
excited-state trans–cis isomerization of the chromophore in
HcRed via the HTmotion is much easier than the corresponding
process under vacuum (activation: 6.3 vs. 24.4 kcal mol1),
which implies that the protein environment significantly
lowers the barrier of this photoinduced isomerization reaction.
The interactions between the chromophore in its trans-non-
coplanar conformation and the nearby residues Asn159 and
Ser144 stabilize the chromophore, and especially the conical
intersection of cis–trans isomerization via HT motion. For
the excited-state isomerization via j rotation, the barrier of
the cis-coplanar conformer of the chromophore in HcRed
(13.0 kcal mol1) is computed to be higher than that of the
trans-non-coplanar form (no barrier). The protein environ-
ment thus has a significant influence on the fluorescent proper-
ties of HcRed, especially through residue Ile197 (with its two
methyl groups positioned parallel to the phenoxy part of the
nearby chromophore), which keeps the cis-conformation of
the chromophore coplanar and blocks the photoinduced
reactions involving an isomerization by rotation along the
j and t modes.
By studying the possible isomerization mechanisms of the
chromophore under vacuum and in the protein, our study
answers the question why the chromophore is non-fluorescent
under vacuum and why the cis-coplanar-conformation of
chromophore is related to the fluorescent properties in HcRed,
while the trans-non-planar conformation is weakly fluorescent
or non-fluorescent.
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